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LEGISLATIVE SUMMARY OF BILL C-13:
AN ACT TO AMEND THE OFFICIAL LANGUAGES ACT, TO ENACT THE USE OF FRENCH IN FEDERALLY REGULATED PRIVATE BUSINESSES ACT AND TO MAKE RELATED AMENDMENTS TO OTHER ACTS

BACKGROUND

Bill C-13, An Act to amend the Official Languages Act, to enact the Use of French in Federally Regulated Private Businesses Act and to make related amendments to other Acts (short title: An Act for the Substantive Equality of Canada’s Official Languages), received Royal Assent on 20 June 2023.¹

Bill C-13 had been introduced in the House of Commons by the Honourable Ginette Petitpas Taylor, Minister of Official Languages, on 1 March 2022. The bill reached second reading in the House of Commons on 30 May 2022 and was then referred to the Standing Committee on Official Languages, which reported on it to the House with amendments on 18 April 2023.² The House of Commons concurred in this report with amendments on 11 May 2023, and Bill C-13 was passed at third reading on 15 May 2023.

In the meantime, the Standing Senate Committee on Official Languages had studied the subject matter of the bill and tabled a report on 17 November 2022.³ Bill C-13 was sent to the Senate on 16 May 2023, passed second reading on 1 June 2023 and was then referred to the Standing Senate Committee on Official Languages. The Senate Committee reported on the bill without amendment, but with observations, on 13 June 2023.⁴ The Senate passed the bill at third reading on 15 June 2023.

A Charter Statement for Bill C-13 had been tabled on 6 April 2022.⁵

Bill C-13 incorporates many of the amendments proposed in Bill C-32, An Act to amend the Official Languages Act and to make related and consequential amendments to other Acts,⁶ which was introduced during the 2nd Session of the 43rd Parliament and died on the Order Paper at first reading. That bill had itself been preceded by the release, on 19 February 2021, of a reform proposal entitled English and French: Towards a Substantive Equality of Official Languages in Canada,⁷ as well as many calls from civil society, parliamentary committees and the Commissioner of Official Languages to modernize the Official Languages Act (OLA).⁸ When Bill C-13 was introduced in the House of Commons, the Minister of Official Languages announced that it was much improved compared with its predecessor, Bill C-32.⁹
1.1 THE OFFICIAL LANGUAGES ACT

The very first *Official Languages Act* was passed in 1969 in response to the recommendations of the Royal Commission on Bilingualism and Biculturalism. The purpose of the OLA was to give equal status and equal rights to the use of English and French, not only in Parliament and in the federal courts, but throughout the federal public service.

In 1982, the *Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms* (the Charter) recognized certain constitutional rights respecting official languages, which forced Parliament to revise its official languages legislative framework. The OLA of 1988 replaced the 1969 law in order to comply with the new constitutional provisions and expand the scope of the legislative framework to other areas, such as language of work. This legislation is the cornerstone of Canada’s language regime.

The courts have interpreted the OLA on many occasions. They have confirmed its quasi-constitutional status and that its main objectives are closely linked to the values and rights set out in the Constitution. Likewise, the courts have confirmed the remedial nature of language rights and the principle of substantive equality of the two official languages.

Since 1988, the OLA has been amended substantively only once, in 2005, when parliamentarians decided to strengthen the binding nature of the obligations set out in Part VII of the OLA. As a result, federal institutions must take positive measures to enhance the vitality of official language minority communities and support and assist their development, and to foster the full recognition and use of both official languages in Canadian society. If federal institutions do not take such measures, they may be subject to complaints to the Commissioner of Official Languages and legal action.

1.2 MODERNIZATION OF THE OFFICIAL LANGUAGES ACT

As the 50th anniversary of the coming into force of the first OLA approached, calls to modernize it came from all sides.

In 2017, organizations such as the Fédération des communautés francophones et acadienne du Canada and other members of its network highlighted the need to modernize the OLA. The Quebec Community Groups Network and other official language minority groups joined the cause soon after.

That same year, the Standing Senate Committee on Official Languages launched a two-year, five-part study to assess the importance of such a modernization. Additionally, the Office of the Commissioner of Official Languages made modernizing the OLA the one and only recommendation of its annual report that year. In 2018, the House of Commons Standing Committee on Official Languages followed suit by launching its own study of the issue.
In 2019, several reports featuring recommendations for modernizing the OLA were published. The proposed amendments ranged from broad to targeted and addressed many aspects of the legislation. A consensus emerged among the stakeholders and the two parliamentary committees on the following proposals:

- clarify the scope of Part VII of the OLA and make regulations for it;
- provide formal mechanisms for consulting official language minority communities;
- require the government to adopt a plan for official languages;
- entrench minority-language education rights in the OLA, clarify their scope with regard to the entire education continuum (from early childhood to the post-secondary level) and enumerate the individuals who have the right to have their children attend minority-language schools under section 23 of the Charter;
- regulate the adoption, implementation and disclosure of federal–provincial/territorial agreements having an impact on official languages;
- make implementing and coordinating the OLA the responsibility of a central agency;
- redefine the role and powers of the Commissioner of Official Languages;
- allow penalties to be imposed on those who breach the OLA, and create an official languages administrative tribunal;
- recognize the federal government’s role in immigration, particularly with regard to the development and growth of official language minority communities;
- entrench recognized case law principles such as the quasi-constitutional status of the OLA, the remedial nature of language rights and the substantive equality of the two official languages;
- acknowledge the constitutional uniqueness of New Brunswick with regard to the provision of services to the public (section 20(2) of the Charter) and recognition of the equality of the province’s two linguistic communities (section 16.1 of the Charter);
- clarify the scope of making an active offer of services in both official languages;
- clarify the scope of the language-of-work rights of federal public servants;
- require judges of the Supreme Court of Canada to be bilingual; and
- ensure the OLA is reviewed at regular intervals.

During the 42nd Parliament, the Minister of Tourism, Official Languages and La Francophonie was tasked with beginning a review of the OLA in order to modernize it. After holding consultations, the federal government released a summary of stakeholder proposals in June 2019.
During the 43rd Parliament, the federal government committed to modernizing and strengthening the OLA. This mandate was twice given to the Minister of Economic Development and Official Languages. The second time, the minister was asked to improve oversight and coordination of the implementation of the OLA across government, with the support of the President of the Treasury Board. In addition, the government promised to strengthen the OLA in its Speech from the Throne to open the 2nd Session of the 43rd Parliament, on 23 September 2020. Furthermore, Budget 2021 allocated funding of $6.4 million and $2.3 million over two years to Canadian Heritage and the Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat, respectively, to modernize the OLA.

In the winter of 2021, the Quebec government published its own position paper on the modernization of the OLA.

After Bill C-32 died on the Order Paper, the government committed to reintroducing a bill to strengthen the OLA. This commitment was referenced in the Speech from the Throne on 23 November 2021, in the mandate letter for the Minister of Official Languages and the Minister responsible for the Atlantic Canada Opportunities Agency and in the Economic and Fiscal Update 2021. Budget 2022 and Budget 2023 included funding to implement this bill.

1.3 OFFICIAL-LANGUAGES REFORM PROPOSAL

On 19 February 2021, the Minister of Economic Development and Official Languages unveiled an official-languages reform proposal intended to “establish a new linguistic balance.” The document, entitled English and French: Towards a Substantive Equality of Official Languages in Canada, outlines dozens of legislative, regulatory and administrative proposals based on the following guiding principles:

1. The recognition of linguistic dynamics in the provinces and territories and [of] existing rights regarding Indigenous languages;
2. The willingness to provide opportunities for learning both official languages;
3. Support for official language minority communities’ institutions;
4. The protection and promotion of French throughout Canada, including in Quebec;
5. The Government of Canada as an example through increasing compliance of federal institutions;
6. An Act for the Canada of today and tomorrow: Regular review of the [OLA] and its implementation.

The Standing Senate Committee on Official Languages studied the reform proposal and released the key points stemming from its study before Bill C-32 was introduced.
The Senate Committee pointed out that many of the commitments in the reform proposal were in line with the recommendations contained in its final report of 2019. The Fédération des communautés francophones et acadienne du Canada and the Office of the Commissioner of Official Languages reacted positively to the reform proposal and also noted that a number of their recommendations from 2019 were reflected in the document.28

In general, the commitments to strengthening the provisions of the OLA and better implementing it were applauded. A consensus formed around recognizing the unique reality of French and its vulnerable condition, as well as advancing substantive equality of both official languages. The idea of reconciling support for Indigenous languages with support for linguistic duality was well received. The federal government’s commitment to making regulations specifically for Part VII of the OLA was also met with enthusiasm.

However, the reform proposal did raise concerns among some stakeholders, including the Office of the Commissioner of Official Languages and the Quebec Community Groups Network.29 Their fears related to the introduction of asymmetries into the OLA, such as new duties that apply only to the French language in federally regulated private businesses, which they said could contravene the Charter principle of equal status for English and French.

Moreover, some expectations were unmet, in part because the reform proposal failed to include commitments to the following measures:

- creating an official languages administrative tribunal;
- giving the Commissioner of Official Languages the additional power to impose administrative monetary penalties and damages;
- clarifying the language rights of travellers in Part IV;
- making regulations for Part V on the language-of-work rights of federal public servants;
- strengthening the wording in Part VII concerning positive measures;
- including the remedial nature of language rights as one of the principles for interpreting the OLA;
- strengthening the official languages obligations in the OLA regarding federal–provincial/territorial agreements;
- confirming the Translation Bureau’s role in implementing the OLA; and
- ensuring a French version of the Constitution is adopted, pursuant to section 55 of the Constitution Act, 1982.
Bill C-13, like its predecessor, includes the vast majority of the legislative changes set out in the reform proposal. In some areas, Bill C-13 goes further than the reform document, taking into account some of the criticisms levelled by stakeholders in the months leading up to its introduction. The new bill also reflects most of the findings of the Federal Court of Appeal, which in a January 2022 decision prescribed the interpretation of Part VII of the OLA.30

1.4 LANGUAGE REFORMS UNDERWAY IN SOME PROVINCES

When Bill C-13 was introduced, some provinces were in the process of amending their own language regimes.

On 13 May 2021, Bill 96, An Act respecting French, the official and common language of Québec, was introduced in the National Assembly of Québec.31 Some of the bill’s provisions, which amend multiple sections of Quebec’s Charter of the French Language,32 have a similar aim to some of the measures in Bill C-13, notably in areas such as the linguistic obligations of federally regulated private businesses.33 Bill 96 received Royal Assent on 1 June 2022.

In New Brunswick, the province’s Official Languages Act provides for periodic review of its provisions.34 The last review was completed in December 2021 with the tabling of a first report recommending improvements to the provincial Act.35 Two commissioners appointed by the Government of New Brunswick conducted the review. The following month, the two commissioners tabled a second report, with recommendations regarding second-language learning in the province.36 Then, on 29 March 2023, Bill 37, An Act Respecting the Official Languages Act, was introduced in the Legislative Assembly of New Brunswick.37 This bill received Royal Assent on 16 June 2023, only a few days before Bill C-13 did.

Between 4 November 2021 and 9 December 2021, the Ontario government updated the French Language Services Act to improve certain aspects of services offered in French, establish a ministry for francophone affairs and ensure the legislation is reviewed periodically.38

In 2021–2022, the Standing Committee on Government Operations of the Legislative Assembly of the Northwest Territories undertook a statutory review of the Official Languages Act, as is required every five years by law.39 On 1 November 2022, Bill 63, An Act to amend the Official Languages Act, was introduced in the territory’s legislative assembly.40 The bill came into force on 30 March 2023 and reprised the requirement for a periodic review of the Act.41 A report of the Standing Committee on Government Operations with recommendations to change the territorial government’s approach to official languages had been tabled a few days earlier.42
Finally, in the fall of 2022, the Legislative Assembly of Nunavut instructed the Standing Committee on Legislation to conduct the review of the *Official Languages Act* and the *Inuit Language Protection Act*. This study was completed in September 2023.43

2 DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS

Bill C-13 has 71 clauses. It amends every part of the OLA, except Part I, which deals with parliamentary proceedings. The bill also enacts an entirely new Act, on the language of service and language of work of federally regulated private businesses in Quebec and in regions with a strong francophone presence: the *Use of French in Federally Regulated Private Businesses Act*.

2.1 PART 1 – AMENDMENTS TO THE *OFFICIAL LANGUAGES ACT* (CLAUSES 2 TO 53)

2.1.1 Preamble
(Clause 2)

Clause 2 of Bill C-13 amends the wording of certain paragraphs of the preamble to the OLA to align the English and French versions and adds a reference to the territorial governments. In addition, it adds new paragraphs to the preamble to expand its scope, including to confirm the federal government’s commitment to:

- protecting and promoting French by recognizing that it is a minority language (clause 2(2)), which fulfills the commitment made in the Throne Speech of November 2021 and relates to new provisions of the objective of the OLA (clause 3) and Part VII of the OLA (clause 21);
- supporting official language learning for all Canadians and recognizing the contribution of those who speak both official languages to the mutual appreciation between each official language community (clause 2(3)), which encompasses existing measures in Part VII and strengthens them to promote bilingualism across Canada (clause 22(1));
- supporting sectors that are essential to enhancing the vitality of official language minority communities and promoting the presence of strong institutions to serve them (clause 2(3)), as it applies to:
  - new provisions in Part VII of the OLA (clause 21),
  - the “by and for” principle, which enables communities to help implement the OLA, and
  - the notion of institutional completeness, which holds that the presence of institutions (such as schools, universities, hospitals and theatres) in those communities supports their vitality;
specifying the contribution of the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC) to enhancing the vitality of official language minority communities and promoting English and French in Canada (clause 2(3)), as it applies to:

- new provisions in Part VII of the OLA (clause 21),
- existing provisions of the *Broadcasting Act*; and
- the Federal Court of Canada’s 2014 decision in *Canada (Commissioner of Official Languages) v. CBC*;

**recognizing the importance of remedying the decline in the demographic weight of francophone minority communities, by restoring and increasing it, and recognizing the importance of francophone immigration as a factor enhancing the vitality of francophone minority communities that can help maintain or increase their demographic weight and boost their economic development (clause 2(3)), as it applies to:**

- new provisions of Part VII of the OLA (clause 23),
- objectives of the *Immigration and Refugee Protection Act*, and
- measures the federal government has taken to increase the proportion of francophone immigrants outside Quebec;

**including a francophone perspective in funding programs (clause 2(3));**

**recognizing that official language minority communities exist throughout Canada (clause 2(3));**

**recognizing the diversity of provincial and territorial language regimes (clause 2(3)), in particular:**

- the constitutional provisions that apply to Quebec (section 133 of the *Constitution Act, 1867*) and Manitoba (section 23 of the *Manitoba Act, 1870*),
- the legislative provisions in force in Quebec under the *Charter of the French Language*, and
- the constitutional provisions that apply to New Brunswick (sections 16(2), 16.1(1), 16.1(2), 17(2) and 18(2) of the Charter);

**recognizing the laws, policies and programs in effect in each province and territory addressing services in French or acknowledging the contribution of official language minority communities (clause 2(3));**

**recognizing the importance of reclaiming, revitalizing and strengthening Indigenous languages (clause 2(3)), as a complement to the objectives of strengthening the status and use of the official languages, as related to:**

- Parliament’s passage of the *Indigenous Languages Act* in 2019, and
- the elements added to the general provisions of the OLA (clause 44); and
• confirming that all legal obligations relating to the official languages apply at all times, including during emergencies (clause 2(3)), in connection with:
  ▪ a report of the Commissioner of Official Languages published in October 2020,52 and
  ▪ a report of the Standing Committee on Official Languages published in June 2021.53

2.1.2 Purpose of Act
(Clauses 3 and 4)

Clause 3 of Bill C-13 amends the OLA’s objectives as follows:

• First, it adds a reference to the principle of protecting anglophone and francophone minorities while taking into account their different needs.

• Second, it modifies the principle of advancing the equality of status and use of the official languages to recognize the unique reality of French and the existence of Quebec’s Charter of the French Language. As a result, the purpose of the OLA encompasses a constitutional principle recognized by the courts – that of minority protection54 – and states that French is in a minority position relative to English in Canada and in North America, which gives the federal government reason to protect and promote its status and use.55

• Finally, it adds the objective of advancing the existence of a majority-French society in a Quebec where the future of French is assured.

Clause 4 makes the President of the Treasury Board responsible for government-wide coordination of the OLA. In consultation with the other federal ministers, the President of the Treasury Board must coordinate the implementation of the OLA and certain commitments set out in Part VII and ensure good governance of the OLA. This amendment partly addresses the proposals made during the debate on modernizing the OLA, when stakeholders requested that horizontal coordination of the OLA be assigned to a central agency.56 The February 2021 reform proposal set out the federal government’s intention to assign this role to a single minister to “ensure effective governance and implementation.”57

Clause 4 also provides that the Minister of Canadian Heritage must, in consultation with the President of the Treasury Board and in cooperation with other relevant ministers, adopt a government-wide official languages strategy that sets out the broad priorities for this issue. It also adds a new provision concerning the duty to table this strategy in Parliament and make it public. This amendment makes permanent the federal government’s practice, since 2003, of periodically developing an official languages strategy.58
Lastly, clause 4 provides that the Minister of Canadian Heritage must establish a process to implement the commitment to contribute to the enumeration of rights-holders whose children can attend minority-language schools under section 23 of the Charter, a commitment set out in new section 41(4) of the OLA, which is added by clause 21 of the bill. Indeed, the federal government – which is responsible for taking the census – and the provincial and territorial governments – which provide data on school attendance – must collaborate to collect this data.

2.1.3 Definitions and Interpretation
(Clauses 5 to 7)

Clause 6 of Bill C-13 amends certain definitions in the OLA to correct discrepancies between the English and French versions. In addition, it adds new definitions for the following:

- “business day,” which relates to the new powers assigned to the Commissioner of Official Languages (clauses 36(1) and 42);
- “communication,” “publication” and “service,” which include any form of them – oral, printed, electronic, virtual or other – and pertain to the duties in Part IV of the OLA; and
- “restoration,” which is the return of the demographic weight of francophone minority communities to its level at the time of the 1971 Census, namely, 6.1% of the population outside Quebec, which relates to the Minister of Citizenship and Immigration’s duties respecting francophone immigration set out in clause 23.

Clause 7 adds four principles for interpreting the OLA that are rooted in official languages case law or socio-demographic realities:

- language rights are to be given a large, liberal and purposive interpretation;
- language rights are to be interpreted in light of their remedial character;\(^{59}\)
- substantive equality is the norm in Canadian law for interpreting language rights, and entails consideration of the specific circumstances and needs of each official language in drafting and implementing the OLA and the option of using differentiated treatments to advance their equality of status and use; and
- language rights are to be interpreted by taking into account that French is in a minority situation in Canada and North America, and that English and French linguistic minority communities have different needs.
2.1.4 Part II – Legislative and Other Instruments
(Clauses 8 to 10)

Clauses 8 and 9 of Bill C-13 change the wording of the OLA’s provisions dealing with legislative instruments, treaties and federal–provincial/territorial agreements, but do not make substantive changes. In addition, amended section 10(2) of the OLA and the accompanying marginal note now refer to the territories as well.

Clause 10 adds the option of bilingual publications to the OLA’s provisions governing federal institutions’ publishing of notices, advertisements and other published matters aimed at the public. In addition, it specifies that these requirements apply to electronic versions of these publications as well.

2.1.5 Part III – Administration of Justice
(Clauses 10.1 to 12)

Clause 10.1 of Bill C-13 amends section 14 of the OLA, which concerns the official languages of federal courts. New section 14(2) specifies that the use of either official language by a person appearing before a federal court must not cause them prejudice.

Clause 11 amends section 16 of the OLA to remove the exception for the Supreme Court of Canada. As a result, the court will be required to be institutionally bilingual, but all of its judges will not need to be bilingual. In other words, the Supreme Court judges hearing a case will now need to understand English and French without the assistance of an interpreter, as is already the case for the judges of the other federal courts. The Supreme Court may form panels of five, seven or nine judges to hear its cases.

During the debate on modernizing the OLA, stakeholders unanimously called on the federal government to pass legislation requiring Supreme Court judges to be bilingual. The official-languages reform proposal confirmed that the pool of potential judges who are fluent in both official languages has grown since the OLA was passed in 1988 and that recognizing the equal status of English and French in all federal courts is important. The proposal also acknowledged the need to ensure representation of Indigenous peoples in the country’s most powerful institutions, including the Supreme Court. As a result, it stated that the federal government “will take into account the case law on the composition and eligibility criteria of the Supreme Court in developing this proposed legislative amendment.”

Section 16(3) of the OLA provided for a five-year period to enable some courts to comply with the duty to ensure understanding of the official languages. Since this period has already expired, clause 11 of Bill C-13 removes the provision allowing gradual implementation of this duty.
Clause 11 also adds sections 16.1 to 16.3 to the OLA. New section 16.1 creates a commitment regarding equal access to justice in both official languages. When appointing judges to superior courts, the federal government must take into account candidates’ language skills. New sections 16.2 and 16.3 assign specific responsibilities to the Office of the Commissioner for Federal Judicial Affairs regarding the assessment of the language skills of judicial candidates for superior courts and the provision of language training to sitting judges. These measures are based on the 2017 action plan to enhance the bilingual capacity of the federal judiciary.64

Clause 12 amends section 20(1) of the OLA to add a requirement respecting the simultaneous publication of federal courts’ final decisions in both official languages to include those with “precedential value.” In the reform proposal of February 2021, the federal government acknowledged that access to federal court decisions in both official languages is not guaranteed, in part because of the time it takes for translation.65 A commitment to limiting the timelines for translating decisions was one of the changes called for during the debate on modernizing the OLA, but Bill C-13 remains silent on this issue.66 The amendment to section 20(1) of the OLA will come into force one year after the bill receives Royal Assent, that is, in June 2024 (clause 71(1)).

2.1.6 Part IV – Communications with and Services to the Public (Clauses 12.1 to 13)

Bill C-13 provides for three changes to Part IV of the OLA. First, clause 12.1 clarifies the duties respecting services to the travelling public set out in section 23(1) of the OLA, in line with a decision of the Federal Court of Canada.67 Second, clause 12.2 adds two subsections to section 25 of the OLA to specify the language-related obligations of third parties acting on behalf of a federal institution. According to a Federal Court of Appeal decision,68 a province or territory that is party to an agreement with the federal government or provides services on behalf of a federal institution is not always considered a third party. Third, clause 13 aligns the English and French versions of section 33 of the OLA, which concerns the making of regulations.

2.1.7 Part V – Language of Work (Clauses 14 to 18)

Clauses 14 to 18 of Bill C-13 amend the wording of sections 34 to 38 of the OLA, sometimes in one language and sometimes in both, concerning the language of work. As a result, the amended provisions better correspond to the wording in the other language or use contemporary terms (e.g., the English version of clause 16(2) refers to “computer systems” rather than “automated systems”).69 In the English version, the term “officers” is entirely dropped from Part V of the OLA and replaced with “employees.”
Clause 14 adds a new definition of the term “employee.” It also adds section 34(2) to the OLA to provide that persons appointed to deputy minister or associate deputy minister positions must, on their appointment, take language training so that they can speak and understand clearly both official languages. Only the departments listed in Schedule I to the Financial Administration Act, that is, the core public administration, are subject to this requirement, not other federal institutions, such as agencies, transportation-sector entities and Crown corporations.70

Clause 16 amends section 36 of the OLA by adding a bilingualism requirement for managers and supervisors in regions prescribed as bilingual for language-of-work purposes, including for unilingual teams. Furthermore, all employees have the right to be supervised in the language of their choice when they work in the National Capital Region, New Brunswick and some parts of Quebec and Ontario, regardless of whether their position is identified as bilingual. However, clause 16 does not state whether employees in a bilingual position outside these regions have the right to be supervised in the language of their choice. Clause 16 also includes an “acquired rights” clause for those currently holding managerial or supervisory positions. These provisions will come into force two years after Royal Assent, in June 2025 (clause 71(1.1)).

In the official-languages reform proposal, the government stated that administrative measures would be taken to enhance the status of both official languages in the federal public service in order to achieve the following:

- improve the second-language training provided to public servants, including distance learning, while accounting for the specific needs of Indigenous persons and persons with disabilities;
- review second-language qualification standards, evaluation standards and minimum requirements for supervisory positions;
- apply official languages requirements for recruitment and retention in a more inclusive manner, while accounting for the specific needs of Indigenous persons and persons with disabilities; and
- strengthen the Translation Bureau’s role as the provider of translation and interpretation services.71

These changes stem in part from the findings of a 2017 report prepared for the Clerk of the Privy Council that set out proposals for improving the standing of both official languages in the federal public service.72
2.1.8 Part VI – Participation of English-Speaking and French-Speaking Canadians
(Clauses 19 and 20)

Clause 19 of Bill C-13 amends section 39(2) of the OLA to refer to the OLA as a whole rather than specific parts of it relating to employment, which could expand the scope of that provision.

Clause 20 amends the wording of section 40 of the OLA, which concerns the making of regulations implementing Part VI, to better align it with language used elsewhere in the OLA.

2.1.9 Part VII – Advancement of Equality of Status and Use of English and French
(Clauses 21 to 24)

First, clause 21 of Bill C-13 amends the title of Part VII of the OLA to refer to the principle of advancing the equality of status and use of English and French, which relates to the principle of substantive equality, rather than the principle of advancing the two languages.

Second, it adds new commitments to those set out in section 41 of the OLA. As a result, in addition to enhancing the vitality and supporting and assisting the development of official language minority communities, as well as fostering the full recognition and use of both official languages, the federal government commits to the following:

- recognizing the uniqueness and diversity of these communities, as well as their historical and cultural contributions to Canadian society (amended section 41(1) of the OLA);
- protecting and promoting French, given its minority status in Canada and North America (new section 41(2) of the OLA);
- advancing opportunities for equal-quality learning in the minority language in formal, non-formal and informal settings across the education continuum, from early childhood to post-secondary education (new section 41(3) of the OLA); and
- periodically estimating the number of rights-holders whose children can attend minority-language schools pursuant to section 23 of the Charter (new section 41(4) of the OLA).

Clause 21 also adds new sections 41(5) to 41(10) to the OLA to specify the positive measures to be taken by federal institutions and the scope of these measures, which must:

- be concrete;
- be intended to have a beneficial effect on the implementation of the commitments under section 41;
respect the necessity of protecting and promoting the French language; and

respect the necessity of considering the specific needs of each of the two official language communities of Canada, taking into account the equal importance of the two communities (sections 41(6)(a) and 41(6)(b)).

In carrying out their mandate, federal institutions must, based on analysis:

• consider whether positive measures could be taken and the possibilities for avoiding or mitigating the negative impacts of their decisions on the commitments under Part VII, except for the commitment relating to rights-holders (sections 41(7)(a) and 41(7)(b));

• take measures to promote official-language provisions in agreements with the provincial and territorial governments75 (section 41(7)(a.1));

• base their decisions on the results of dialogue and consultation activities that seek to take into account the priorities of official language minority communities, as well as on research and evidence-based findings (sections 41(8) and 41(9);

• carry out their dialogue and consultation activities by gathering relevant information, seeking the opinions of official language minority communities about the positive measures that are the subject of the consultations, providing them with the relevant information on which the positive measures are based, considering openly and meaningfully their opinion and being prepared to alter the positive measures76 (section 41(9.1)); and

• establish evaluation and monitoring mechanisms for the positive measures they take, including dialogue and consultation activities (section 41(10)).

These amendments, which were not included in Bill C-32, were added in Bill C-13, and amended by the House of Commons, to take into account a January 2022 decision of the Federal Court of Appeal, which clarified the interpretation of Part VII of the OLA.77 Note that a number of references in the initial version of the bill to “measures that the federal institution considers appropriate” were removed from the final version.

Clause 21 outlines in new section 41(6)(c) of the OLA specific examples of areas that require support, notably:

• official language learning (previously in section 43(1));

• public acceptance and appreciation of official languages (previously in section 43(1));

• the promotion of Canada’s bilingual character, both domestically and abroad (previously in section 43(1));
• the restoration and increase of the demographic weight of francophone minority communities (new);

• the creation and dissemination of scientific knowledge in French (new); and

• support for sectors essential to the vitality of official language minority communities – including culture, education, health, justice, employment and immigration – and the promotion of strong institutions to serve them (new).

Clause 21 adds sections 41(10.1) to 41(10.4) to the OLA to require federal institutions to publish agreements with provincial and territorial governments, subject to certain conditions, and to specify the reasons for not publishing them under the Access to Information Act. The President of the Treasury Board, after consulting the Minister of Canadian Heritage, can recommend that the Governor in Council make regulations respecting the content of the language-related provisions and prescribing how that duty is to be carried out and reported on.

Clause 21 adds section 41(11) of the OLA, which provides that the President of the Treasury Board may, after consultation with the Minister of Canadian Heritage, recommend that the Governor in Council make regulations for the implementation of Part VII. In the debate on modernizing the OLA, stakeholders unanimously called for specifying positive measures in legislation and regulations. In 2018, the Federal Court condemned the lack of implementing regulations for Part VII. The February 2021 reform proposal suggested developing regulations that set out the terms and conditions for positive measures. Accordingly, the government plans to:

• regulate the implementation of positive measures;

• require federal institutions to determine the impact of their decisions on the development and vitality of official language minority communities and on the fostering of the full recognition and use of both official languages, to take this impact into account and to take measures to remedy it, if necessary;

• make consultation mandatory in some circumstances; and

• make deputy heads accountable for implementing Part VII.

When Bill C-13 was introduced, the government reiterated its promise to adopt regulations on positive measures.

Regarding the implementation of Part VII, clause 21 adds section 41(12) to the OLA to clarify that the granting of express powers, duties and functions to certain ministers does not in any way limit the duties of federal institutions.
Clause 21 adds section 41.1 to the OLA to provide for the consideration of the needs and priorities of official language minority communities and consultations with them and their school boards as part of the disposal of federal real property.\textsuperscript{85}

Clause 21 adds to section 42 of the OLA the government’s commitment to advancing the use of both official languages in the conduct of Canada’s external affairs and to promoting French as part of Canada’s diplomatic relations.\textsuperscript{86} Additionally, the Minister of Foreign Affairs is responsible for implementing this commitment. Note that the coordination role assigned to the Minister of Canadian Heritage initially found in section 42 now appears in the purpose of the OLA, in new section 2.1(2), and extends beyond Part VII (clause 4).

Clause 21 also adds section 42.1 to the OLA to recognize the CBC’s role in enhancing the vitality of official language minority communities and in protecting and promoting both official languages, in the context of its programming independence. In the official-languages reform proposal, the government confirmed that it would strengthen, in the OLA, the public broadcaster’s role as a cultural institution and its contribution to protecting and promoting French.\textsuperscript{87}

Clause 22(1) of Bill C-13 amends section 43(1) of the OLA by removing the wording “such measures as that Minister considers appropriate” and replacing the measures set out in paragraphs (b) to (g) with the following:

- new measures relating to francophone culture to ensure Canadian cultural policies are consistent with the purpose of the OLA;
- new measures to protect and fund the language rights component of the Court Challenges Program (the human rights component of this program is protected in related legislation) (clause 52);
- adjustments to the wording for other measures to include the territorial governments, non-profit organizations and the objective of public acceptance and appreciation of both official languages; and
- new measures to implement official languages support programs, the main mechanism Canadian Heritage uses to deliver official languages funding.\textsuperscript{88}

Clause 22(2) amends the wording of section 43(2) to specify the Minister of Canadian Heritage’s obligation to inform the public through consultations on policies and programs to advance the equality of status and use of English and French in Canadian society.

Clause 23 adds section 44.1 to the OLA to specify the Minister of Citizenship and Immigration’s obligation to adopt a francophone immigration policy that enhances the vitality of francophone minority communities and restores and increases their
demographic weight. This policy must include objectives, targets and indicators, mechanisms for information sharing and reporting, and statements that the Government of Canada recognizes that immigration is one of the factors that contributes to maintaining or increasing the demographic weight of French linguistic minority communities in Canada and to economic development.

As explained in the official-languages reform proposal, the federal government has set a goal to maintain the demographic weight of francophones outside Quebec, which is consistent with its objective of ensuring 4.4% of immigrants outside Quebec are francophones by the end of 2023. However, in a study published in November 2021, the Commissioner of Official Languages pointed out that the number of permanent residents admitted outside Quebec in the past 20 years was not sufficient to achieve the federal government’s target. That is why Bill C-13 adds to the OLA’s preamble that francophone immigration contributes to restoring and increasing the demographic weight of francophone minorities.

The reform proposal of February 2021 stated that administrative measures will be taken to:

- set up a new francophone immigration corridor to address the shortage of French teachers in Canada; and
- support opportunities for newcomers to learn French.

These measures follow on those already outlined in federal strategies to enhance the vitality of francophone minority communities through immigration. Bill C-13 does not provide a similar right for Quebec’s English-speaking communities because of an agreement between the governments of Canada and Quebec, one of the goals of which is to promote French in that province.

Clause 23 will come into force on a day fixed by order of the Governor in Council (clause 71(2)). The order was made on 15 December 2023, and the policy was released on 17 January 2024.

Clause 24 amends the wording of section 45 of the OLA to add a reference to the territorial governments. In addition, it adds section 45.1 in order for the Governor in Council to:

- recognize the importance of cooperation with the provinces and territories in the implementation of Part VII;
- acknowledge the diversity of provincial and territorial language regimes; and
- recognize that the implementation of Part VII in its entirety, and not simply the provisions regarding the taking of positive measures, must be done while respecting the jurisdiction and powers of the provinces and territories (previously in section 41(2) of the OLA).
In sum, the amendments to Part VII assign specific duties to two new ministers (the ministers of Foreign Affairs and Citizenship and Immigration) and one new institution (the CBC). They also add numerous responsibilities to those already assigned to the Minister of Canadian Heritage.

2.1.10 Part VIII – Responsibilities and Obligations of Treasury Board in Relation to Official Languages (Clauses 25 and 26)

Clause 25 of Bill C-13 adds additional responsibilities to those already assigned to the Treasury Board pursuant to Parts IV, V and VI of the OLA. Clause 25(1) adds a new obligation to section 46(1) of the OLA respecting the coordination of the policies and programs set out in new sections 41(5) and 41(7)(a.1). Note that this responsibility does not apply to all of Part VII; it applies only to what relates to the duties of federal institutions to take positive measures and to promote the inclusion of language clauses in agreements with the provincial and territorial governments. The Minister of Canadian Heritage maintains broad powers as regards the implementation of the general commitments set out in Part VII, including those related to contribution programs.

Clauses 25(2) and 25(3) amend the measures the Treasury Board may take to carry out its responsibilities, which are limited to making regulations implementing Parts IV, V and VI, and remove the power to delegate to deputy heads.

Clause 25(4) moves sections 46(2)(a) and 46(2)(b) of the OLA to new section 46(3) of the OLA. As a result, the power to establish policies and issue directives to give effect to Parts IV, V and VI becomes a duty. The provisions on monitoring, evaluating and informing the public and employees about the implementation of Parts IV, V and VI also become duties rather than powers. In addition, the Treasury Board has a duty to establish policies and issue directives that give effect to sections 41(5) and 41(7)(a.1) of the OLA and provide information to employees of federal institutions about them. Most of the powers granted to the Treasury Board become duties rather than discretionary powers.

Clause 26 amends the wording of section 47 of the OLA to refer to new section 46(4)(c), which addresses monitoring. It also adds to section 48 of the OLA an obligation for Treasury Board to report annually on the exercise of its powers and the performance of its duties and functions, as well as the status of programs in federal institutions for which it is responsible under section 46, including on its new responsibilities regarding positive measures and intergovernmental agreements set out in Part VII.

Those amendments address the proposals made during the debate on modernizing the Act, when stakeholders requested that implementation of the Act be assigned to a central agency. 96
2.1.11 Part IX – Commissioner of Official Languages
(Clauses 27 to 39)

Clauses 27 and 28 of Bill C-13 correct the French versions of sections 51 and 53 respectively of the OLA to better match the English wording.

Clause 29 amends section 57 of the OLA to add policies to the list of items that the Commissioner of Official Languages can review, in addition to regulations and directives. This change stems from the new duties of the President of the Treasury Board.

Clause 30 amends the heading preceding section 58 of the OLA to add compliance agreements and orders. Note that the reference to complaints is no longer in the heading.

Clause 31 corrects the English wording of section 58(2) of the OLA to better match the French wording. It also adds to section 58(4) of the OLA four situations in which the Commissioner may refuse or cease to investigate a complaint, including where a compliance agreement in respect of the complaint’s subject matter has been reached.

Clause 32 adjusts the wording of section 61(2) of the OLA to align the English and French versions.

Clause 33 adds alternative dispute resolution as another way of resolving a complaint. It excludes arbitration, which uses an adversarial model similar to a trial, consistent with the provisions of the new Use of French in Federally Regulated Private Businesses Act, which grants the Canada Industrial Relations Board the role of adjudicator of complaints respecting language of work in the private sector. In addition, it adjusts the wording of section 62(2) of the OLA to align the English and French versions.

Clause 34 adds policies to the list of items that the Commissioner of Official Languages can report on to the Treasury Board.

Clause 35 adds section 63.1 to the OLA to authorize the publication of portions of the Commissioner’s investigation reports, namely, the summary, findings and recommendations, while keeping the identity of complainants confidential. The Commissioner must give at least 30 business days’ notice to the deputy head of the federal institution concerned of the Commissioner’s intention to make this information public.

Clause 36 adds sections 64.1 to 64.6 to the OLA, with respect to compliance agreements and orders. New section 64.1 grants the Commissioner the ability to enter into a compliance agreement containing any terms that the Commissioner considers necessary with a federal institution that is under investigation. New section 64.2 stipulates that entering into such an agreement precludes the Commissioner from
taking other types of measures (e.g., orders, court remedies) and the complainant from pursuing court remedies. This new section of the OLA will later be amended by order of the Governor in Council to specify that the ability to impose administrative monetary penalties will also be excluded in cases where a compliance agreement is entered into (clause 71(3)).

New section 64.3 of the OLA provides that compliance with a compliance agreement will result in the withdrawal of any pending court applications. New section 64.4 provides that, in the case of failure to comply with a compliance agreement, the Commissioner can apply to the Federal Court for an order requiring the federal institution to comply with the agreement, a remedy or a reinstatement of proceedings that had been suspended. In addition, this new section authorizes the federal institution and the complainant to appear as parties to the proceedings, allows the complainant to apply to the court for a remedy and specifies that an application to the Federal Court must be made within one year of the notice of non-compliance given by the Commissioner or any longer period the court allows.

New section 64.5 of the OLA grants the Commissioner the ability to make an order, including after an investigation concerning Parts IV and V of the OLA or if the Commissioner has made recommendations regarding an identical violation or contravention in the past to no effect. The Commissioner can, in this case, direct a federal institution to take any action the Commissioner considers appropriate to rectify the contravention or violation. This order-making power takes effect on Royal Assent. A further amendment that takes effect by order of the Governor in Council (clause 71(3)) expands this order-making power to two new sections of Part VII of the OLA (sections 41(7) and 41(10)). However, the Commissioner cannot make an order requiring a federal institution to take a positive measure or to include a language clause in agreements between the federal government and the provinces and territories (new sections 41(5) and 41(7)(a.1) of the OLA).

New section 64.5 also provides that the Commissioner must first invite the federal institution concerned to enter into a compliance agreement. It stipulates that the order may include any conditions the Commissioner deems appropriate and requires the Commissioner to notify the federal institution before making the order and allow it 20 days to respond. The institution concerned may either indicate the action taken or the reasons why no action has been taken, or enter into a compliance agreement with the Commissioner. The latter must give a notice when issuing the order and inform the parties of their recourse rights. The order takes effect on the 31st business day after the federal institution receives the notice, which is deemed to have taken place on the fifth business day after the date of the notice.
New section 64.6 specifies that the order made by the Commissioner may, if necessary, be filed with the Federal Court and that, once it is filed, it carries the same weight as though it had been made by a Federal Court judge. The Commissioner therefore has the same remedies as the court would have to enforce the order should the federal institution not comply with it.

Clause 37 adds sections 65.1 to 65.95 to the OLA. New sections 65.1 and 65.2 establish an administrative monetary penalty system. These new sections respectively add two definitions and provide that the new penalty system applies to Crown corporations or corporations subject to the OLA under another Act of Parliament that:

- are designated by regulation;
- have duties under Part IV of the OLA;
- operate in the transportation sector; and
- provide or make available services to and communicate with the travelling public.

New section 65.3 of the OLA specifies that the purpose of a penalty is to promote compliance with Part VI and not to punish.

According to new section 65.4 of the OLA, regulations may be made to designate which provisions of Part IV or its regulations will be subject to administrative monetary penalties if contravened. Such regulations may also fix the amount of the penalty in respect of each violation. A range of penalties may also be fixed, in which case the criteria set out in new section 65.4(3) shall be taken into account in determining the amount of the penalty. The maximum amount for the administrative monetary penalties is fixed at $25,000 and is subject to regulations. The regulations will address the service of documents required, establish the form and content of notices of violation and take into account any other purposes and provisions of this Part.

New section 65.5 of the OLA stipulates that contravening a provision in Part IV is a violation, and the Crown corporation or transportation sector corporation is liable to a penalty of an amount to be determined based on the violation.

New section 65.6 of the OLA specifies that, when a violation occurs, the Commissioner of Official Languages may issue a notice of violation and cause it to be served, along with the report and any other relevant document, on the designated body. However, the Commissioner must first invite the designated body to enter into a compliance agreement before being permitted to issue a notice of violation. A penalty can be imposed only one time for complaints with the same subject matter.
The notice of violation sets out the name of the designated body that committed the alleged violation, the relevant facts of the violation and the provision at issue and the penalty for the violation (and the criteria used to determine that amount). It also informs the designated body of its right to contest, by way of review, the facts of the alleged violation or the amount of the penalty (or both) and any other information provided by regulation.

The Commissioner has two years from the day of being informed of the facts of an alleged violation, or three years from the day on which the alleged violation occurred, to issue a notice of violation. A document issued by the Commissioner, certifying the date on which they were informed of the facts of the alleged violation, is proof that the Commissioner was informed of the facts of the alleged violation on that day.

New section 65.7 of the OLA provides that by paying the set penalty, the designated body acknowledges responsibility for the violation, bringing an end to the proceedings.

New section 65.8 of the OLA specifies that, if the designated body does not pay the penalty or request a review within the specified time, the designated body is deemed to have committed the violation and is liable for the penalty.

New section 65.9 of the OLA stipulates that, within 30 business days after the day on which the notice is served, the designated body may, instead of paying the penalty, apply to the Federal Court for a review of the facts of the alleged violation, the amount of the penalty or both. The application for review is heard and determined as a new proceeding, with new evidence and arguments.

New section 65.91 of the OLA provides that the Federal Court may make an order declaring either that the designated body committed the violation and is liable for the penalty set out in the notice of violation, or that the designated body did not commit the violation and is not liable for the penalty. The Federal Court may determine the amount of any penalty in accordance with the range of penalties fixed by regulation and make an order declaring the amount of the penalty the designated body is liable to pay.

New section 65.92 of the OLA specifies that the amount of the penalty set out in the notice of violation or in the Federal Court order is a debt due to His Majesty and that this debt shall be remitted to the Receiver General. Five years after the debt becomes payable, proceedings to recover the debt may no longer be commenced.

New section 65.93 of the OLA gives the Commissioner of Official Languages the power to issue a certificate for the unpaid amount of any debt. Registration of the certificate in the Federal Court for a debt of the amount set out in the certificate and all related registration costs has the same effect as a judgment of the Federal Court.
According to new section 65.95 of the OLA, the designated body does not have a defence by reason that it exercised due diligence to prevent the violation, or that it reasonably and honestly believed in the existence of facts that, if true, would exonerate it. The rules and principles of common law apply in respect of the violation to the extent that they are consistent with the OLA. New sections 65.1 to 65.95 will come into force by order of the Governor in Council (clause 71(3)).

Clause 38(1) adds section 66(2) to the OLA to specify that the Commissioner must include information on complaints, alternative dispute resolution processes, compliance agreements and orders in their annual report. Clause 38(2) specifies that the Commissioner must also include in their annual report information on administrative monetary penalties. This last provision will come into force on a day to be fixed by order of the Governor in Council (clause 71(3)).

Clause 39 amends section 70 of the OLA, which addresses the delegation of the Commissioner’s powers. The Commissioner’s new powers with regard to compliance agreements, administrative monetary penalties and the publication of parts of the investigation reports cannot be delegated.

In sum, the amendments to Part IX of the OLA provide for a set of gradually increasing powers for the Commissioner. These changes address a proposal made in 2016 by the then-Commissioner to expand the range of tools at their disposal to enforce the OLA.98

2.1.12 Part X – Court Remedy
(Clauses 40 to 43)

Clause 40 of Bill C-13 makes multiple amendments to section 77 of the OLA, concerning the right to court remedies. It amends the wording of section 77(2) to align the English and French versions. It adds clarifications about the deadline for remedies relating to follow-up on the Commissioner’s investigations. It also adds sections 77(4.1) and 77(4.2) to the OLA to set out the two options in case of conflict between different orders:

• in a situation where the Federal Court has ordered a remedy but, at the Commissioner’s request, has also made an order requiring the institution to comply with a compliance agreement, the remedy order will prevail if the institution cannot comply with both orders simultaneously; and

• in a situation where the Commissioner has also made an order and filed it with the Federal Court, this order will prevail if some aspects of it contradict the remedy granted by the court.
Clause 41 adds section 78(1.1) to the OLA to deny the Commissioner a court remedy in cases where the Commissioner makes an order. This clause also amends the English wording of section 78(3) to match the French wording.

Clause 42 adds sections 78.1 to 78.8 to the OLA. Section 78.1 allows both the complainant and the federal institution concerned to apply for judicial review of an order by the Commissioner. The notice is deemed to have been received on the fifth business day after the date of the notice.

New section 78.2 of the OLA concerns the staying of an order by the Commissioner. If a review is applied for, the order is automatically stayed. It is up to the court to lift the stay of the order. As well, any part of the order that is not the subject of the proceedings becomes operative.

New section 78.3 sets out the right of both the federal institution and the complainant to be parties to the review. If the federal institution applied for the review, the complainant that filed notice of their intent to appear may ask the court to determine any matter they could have brought for review. In other words, a complainant seeking to be a party to a review may raise matters for review even if it was the federal institution that applied for the review.

New section 78.4 of the OLA confirms that the Commissioner may appear on behalf of the complainant or be a party to the review.

New section 78.5 of the OLA provides that a complainant making an application for a review must notify the federal institution concerned. Likewise, a federal institution making an application for a review must inform the Commissioner.

New section 78.6 stipulates that the application for a review is to be heard and determined as a new proceeding, with new evidence and new arguments, without being limited by what was raised in the initial complaint.

Pursuant to new section 78.7, the court must make an order specifying whether the federal institution is required to comply with the provisions of the Commissioner’s order, or any other order that it consider appropriate.

New section 78.8 of the OLA concerns situations where the court’s and the Commissioner’s orders cannot be complied with simultaneously. The court’s order then takes precedence, and the incompatible provisions of the Commissioner’s order are rescinded. The court must specify which provisions of the Commissioner’s order are to be rescinded because they are incompatible.

Clause 43(1) adjusts the French version of section 81(1) of the OLA so that it corresponds to the English version. This provision will come into force by order of the Governor in Council (clause 71(3)).
Clauses 43(2) and 43(3) amend the English version of section 81(2) of the OLA, which concerns costs as part of court proceedings, so that it applies to the judicial review provided in new section 78.1 and, subsequently, in new section 65.9 of the OLA, which will come into effect on a date to be fixed by order of the Governor in Council. Note that the French version of section 81(2) of the OLA does not specifically list the sections to which the costs provision applies.

In summary, the amendments to Part X provide for new recourse rights under the OLA.

2.1.13 Part XI – General (Clauses 44 to 50)

Clause 44 of Bill C-13 amends section 83 of the OLA to recognize the importance of maintaining and enhancing Indigenous languages and to ensure the OLA does not abrogate or derogate from Indigenous language rights, as it already provides for languages other than English and French. The official-languages reform proposal distinguished between the framework for official languages and the one for Indigenous languages, which is governed by the Indigenous Languages Act of 2019, while noting the complementary visions of both. Senators made observations regarding the complementary nature of the two frameworks during their consideration of Bill C-13.

Clauses 44 and 45 amend sections 84 and 85 of the OLA, respectively, to specify that the responsibility to table draft regulations falls to either the Minister of Canadian Heritage or the President of the Treasury Board, as applicable, and that these two ministers have a responsibility to consult official language minority communities when making draft regulations. Clause 46(1) amends section 86(1) of the OLA to specify that the publication of proposed regulation falls to either the Minister of Canadian Heritage or the President of the Treasury Board, as applicable. Clause 46(2) amends the wording of the English version of section 86(3) to align it with the French version, while clause 47 amends the French version of section 87(5) to align it with the English version.

Clause 48 amends section 88 of the OLA to add policies to the Act, taking into account the changes to the powers conferred on the President of the Treasury Board. It also amends section 89 of the OLA to specify that the Criminal Code provision respecting contraventions of a federal Act also does not apply to the OLA’s implementing regulations.

Clause 49 adjusts the wording of section 91 of the OLA, which concerns staffing, to refer to the OLA in general rather than specific parts of it. In November 2020, the Commissioner of Official Languages published a report on the implementation of section 91, after finding systemic problems with its implementation and a high
number of complaints to that effect. The Commissioner recommended reviewing federal institutions’ staffing practices and policies, after finding that managers had trouble objectively setting the language requirements of positions reporting to them. Nearly 52% of complaints the Commissioner received in 2020–2021 related to section 91 of the OLA; this figure fell to about 40% in 2022–2023. In June 2023, the Commissioner recommended speeding up work to ensure federal institutions’ compliance with section 91 of the OLA.

Clause 50 adds section 93.1 to the OLA to require the Minister of Canadian Heritage, in consultation with the President of the Treasury Board, to review the provisions and operation of the OLA every 10 years and to table a report on the review in Parliament within 30 sitting days of the report’s completion. During the debate on modernizing the OLA, stakeholders unanimously called for periodic review of the OLA. They referred to similar provisions in effect in some provinces and territories. Amendments made at committee add the duty to conduct a comprehensive analysis of the implementation of sections 41(1) and 41(2) of the OLA. In its analysis, the federal government must take into account any relevant indicators related to sectors that are essential to enhancing the vitality of official language minority communities and any other relevant qualitative or quantitative indicators.

Clause 51 of Bill C-13 repeals sections 107 and 108 of the OLA, as these provisions have become obsolete. An amendment made in committee adds a clause to allow the current holders of deputy minister, associate deputy minister or equivalent positions to remain in office, a change that relates to new section 34(2) of the OLA.

Clause 52 adds section 7.1 to the Department of Canadian Heritage Act to specify that the Minister of Canadian Heritage may take measures to protect and fund the human rights component of the Court Challenges Program. The language rights component of the program is already covered by the OLA itself (clause 22(1)(c)).

Clause 53 enables the Governor in Council to repeal the C.N.R. Company Exemption Order, which exempted CN from section 10(2) of the Official Languages Act of 1969. This order concerned services to the public, other than the travelling public, provided outside of Canada. The OLA of 1988 repealed the OLA of 1969, but the order, made on 11 July 1969, was never amended, even after the federal government enacted legislation to privatize this former Crown corporation in 1995.
2.2 PART 2 – ENACTMENT OF THE USE OF FRENCH IN FEDERALLY REGULATED PRIVATE BUSINESSES ACT (CLAUSES 54 TO 68)

Clause 54 of Bill C-13 enacts the Use of French in Federally Regulated Private Businesses Act (UFFRPBA), a separate Act from the OLA that, in its final, amended form, contains 42 sections and is the responsibility of the Minister of Canadian Heritage.

The UFFRPBA concerns federally regulated private businesses, and its provisions will come into force by order of the Governor in Council in two phases:

- first, they will apply to federally regulated private businesses in Quebec; and
- second, they will apply to federally regulated private businesses in regions with a strong francophone presence, two years after the initial changes come into force.

A number of provisions of the UFFRPBA were amended in committee to make the new regime consistent with the duties set out in Quebec’s Charter of the French Language.

2.2.1 Preamble (Clause 54)

The preamble to the UFFRPBA sets out several commitments of the federal government, including:

- advancing the equality of status or use of English and French, which relates to section 16(3) of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms (the Charter);
- protecting and promoting French, recognizing that it is a minority language, which fulfills the commitment made in the Throne Speech of November 2021 and relates to new provisions of the purpose of the OLA (clause 2(2)) and new section 41.1 in Part VII of the OLA (clause 21);
- recognizing the diversity of provincial and territorial language regimes, which relates to new provisions of the purpose of the OLA (clause 2(3)) and new section 45.1(1) of Part VII of the OLA (clause 24);
- recognizing that consumers in Quebec or a region with a strong francophone presence have the right to communicate with and obtain services from federally regulated private businesses in French when those businesses carry on business in Quebec or in a region with a strong francophone presence; and
- recognizing that employees of federally regulated private businesses who work in Quebec or in a region with a strong francophone presence have the right to work in French.
2.2.2 Definitions and Interpretation

In general, the UFFRPBA applies to any “federally regulated private business,” which is defined in section 2(1) of the UFFRPBA as “a person that employs employees on or in connection with a federal work, undertaking or business as defined in section 2 of the Canada Labour Code” (CLC),¹¹⁵ but does not include:

- a person that employs fewer employees than the number of employees specified in the regulations;
- a corporation that acts on behalf of the federal government or is subject to the OLA under another Act of Parliament, such as Air Canada, CN, NAV CANADA, VIA Rail and Canada Post; or
- a council, government, corporation or other entity that is authorized to act on behalf of an Indigenous group, community or people that holds rights recognized and affirmed by section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982.¹¹⁶

Section 2(1) of the UFFRPBA includes other definitions, including those for “Board” (which refers to the Canada Industrial Relations Board), “Commissioner” (which refers to the Commissioner of Official Languages for Canada), and “parties” (which refers to the complainant, the federally regulated private business and any other person added as a party to the complaint).

In relation to the carrying out of its functions under the UFFRPBA, section 2(2) of this Act modifies the composition of the Canada Industrial Relations Board (the Board) to exclude members specified by the CLC as representing employees or employers.¹¹⁷

The composition of the Board is further modified by way of a related amendment to the CLC, which adds to the list of members of the Board in section 9(2) of the CLC to account for the new language-of-work duties for federally regulated private businesses.

Section 3 of the UFFRPBA adds two principles for interpreting this legislation that are rooted in official languages case law:

- language rights should be interpreted broadly, liberally and purposively; and
- language rights should be interpreted in light of their remedial character.¹¹⁸

2.2.3 Purpose and Non-application

Under section 4 of the UFFRPBA, its purpose is to foster and protect the use of French in federally regulated private businesses in Quebec. However, this objective will subsequently be extended to businesses in regions with a strong francophone presence.
Sections 5 and 6 of the UFFRPBA exclude from the application of this legislation the activities and workplaces of the broadcasting sector as well as, in the case of a federally regulated private business that chooses to be subject to Quebec’s *Charter of the French Language*, its communications with or services provided to consumers in Quebec, and its workplaces in Quebec.\(^{119}\) Under clause 6(1) of Bill C-13, federally regulated private businesses in Quebec may, in effect, elect to comply with the provisions of the provincial law or those of the new UFFRPBA.\(^{120}\) Under clause 6(2), businesses choosing to be subject to the provincial legislation must give notice they are doing so. In addition, under clause 6(3), the Minister of Canadian Heritage may enter into an agreement with the Government of Quebec to give effect to this provision and exempt the business from the UFFRPBA.

**2.2.4 Communications with and Services to Consumers**

Sections 7 and 8 of the UFFRPBA set out rights respecting communications and services in French for consumers who do business with federally regulated private businesses operating in Quebec. They confirm that these businesses have a duty to ensure that consumers can exercise these rights. These provisions are similar to those set out in sections 21 and 22 of the OLA, which apply to federal institutions.

While the rights and duties provided for in sections 7 and 8 of the UFFRPBA apply only to communications with and services to consumers in French, section 7(3) of this legislation stipulates that consumers who speak languages other than French may communicate with these businesses in those languages if they wish and if the businesses are able to do so.

**2.2.5 Language of Work**

Section 9 of the UFFRPBA sets out the language-of-work rights for employees of federally regulated private businesses that carry on business in Quebec and confirms that it is the responsibility of these businesses to ensure their employees can exercise these rights. These provisions are similar to those set out in section 36 of the OLA, which apply to federal institutions in designated regions. **They were drafted to be consistent with the duties set out in the Quebec’s *Charter of the French Language*.”** The rights of employees with respect to language of work include:

- the right to work and be supervised in French;
- the right to receive communications and documents from the business in French; and
- the right to use work instruments and computer systems in French.
In Quebec, French is expected to be the predominant language of work, but the use of other languages cannot be prevented. Section 9(1.1) of the UFFRPBA guarantees the rights of former employees to continue receiving communications and documents in French. Section 9(2) provides that federally regulated private businesses must ensure that former employees can exercise their language rights. Section 9(2.1) sets out the duties respecting job postings.

While the rights set out in section 9 pertain to French alone, section 9(3) states that employees can be given communications and documentation in English, provided that the use of French is at least equivalent to the use of English. In addition, this communication must be made in both languages simultaneously. Sections 9(4) and 9(5) allow for entering into individual employment contracts in a language other than French under certain conditions. For instance, the business and employee must agree to doing so. Section 9(6) provides that the right to receive communications and documents in French continues to exist even after the employment relationship has ended, but that the business may communicate or provide documents only in English or any other language if the business and employee so agree.

Section 9.1 of the UFFRPBA provides that federally regulated private businesses with workplaces in Quebec must ensure that arbitral awards are issued in French or that they are translated into French if they are issued in another language. In addition, these businesses must have awards that are issued only in French translated into another language, at their expense, at the request of a party to the arbitration.

Section 9.2 of the UFFRPBA sets out the right of trade unions that represent employees in positions in a Quebec workplace to receive documents from federally regulated private businesses in French and makes it a duty of those businesses to ensure trade unions can exercise that right. This right allows businesses to provide communications and documents in English as well, as long as the use of French in widely distributed communications and any documents is at least equivalent to that of English.

Section 10 of the UFFRPBA sets out the duty of every federally regulated private business to foster the use of French in its Quebec workplaces by informing employees of their rights and of the business’s obligations in this regard and by establishing a committee to support senior management with this mandate. In fulfilling their obligations, businesses must consider the needs of employees nearing retirement, having many years of service or having conditions that could impede their ability to learn French.
Section 10(1.1) of the UFFRPBA specifies that the committee that a federally regulated business with workplaces in Quebec establishes must develop programs to generalize the use of French at all levels of the business. The goal is to ensure all members of management and employees are proficient in French, to increase the number of people who are proficient in French and to use French in internal communications and work instruments. Under section 10(2), these programs must take into account the needs of employees who are nearing retirement or who face barriers to learning French, and pursuant to section 10(3), they do not preclude the use of another language as long as the use of French in widely distributed communications and any documents is at least equivalent to the use of the other language.

Section 11 of the UFFRPBA specifies in subsection 11(1) that employees who occupy or are assigned to a position in a Quebec workplace of federally regulated private businesses may not be treated adversely for the various reasons listed, including that they speak only French. Subsection 11(2) includes an “acquired rights” clause for employees who have insufficient knowledge of French at the time these provisions take effect. These employees cannot be treated adversely for this sole reason. Under subsection 11(3), if knowing a language other than French is necessary, businesses must demonstrate that this knowledge is objectively required because of the nature of the work to be performed. Subsection 11(4) sets out the minimum conditions that federal regulated private businesses must fulfill before requiring knowledge of another language, while subsection 11(5) states that these conditions are not to impose an unreasonable reorganization of a business’s affairs. Subsections 11(6) and 11(7) provide that these businesses must take reasonable measures to prevent adverse treatment of an employee in a situation referred to in subsection 11(1) or an employee with acquired rights within the meaning of subsection 11(2). Pursuant to subsection 11(8), in section 11 of the UFFRPBA, “adverse treatment” includes dismissing, laying off, demoting, transferring or suspending an employee, harassing them, taking reprisals against them, disciplining them or imposing any other penalty on them.

2.2.6 Minister of Canadian Heritage

Sections 12 and 13 of the UFFRPBA specify that, while also being responsible for the administration of this legislation, the Minister of Canadian Heritage is responsible for promoting consumer and employee rights under this legislation and for providing assistance, education and information to federally regulated private businesses about these consumer and employee rights.
2.2.7 Commissioner of Official Languages for Canada

Under section 14 of the UFFRPBA, the Commissioner of Official Languages has a new duty, in addition to those set out in section 56(1) of the OLA. As a result, the Commissioner must ensure that federally regulated private businesses recognize the rights and respect the duties set out in the UFFRPBA concerning the use of French in communications with and services to consumers and as a language of work.

Section 14(2) of the UFFRPBA, which sets out the Commissioner’s investigative duties under this legislation, specifies that the Commissioner must conduct and carry out investigations as a result of complaints they receive. The same section provides that, in the case of a right or duty concerning communications and services in French under section 7 of the UFFRPBA, the Commissioner may conduct investigations on their own initiative and report and make recommendations with respect to those investigations.

2.2.8 Remedies for a Federally Regulated Private Business’s Failure to Comply

If a federally regulated private business has infringed a right or failed to fulfill a duty provided for in the UFFRPBA, a complaint can be made to the Commissioner. Various provisions pertain to remedies in relation to communications with and services to consumers and in relation to language of work.

2.2.8.1 Remedies in Relation to Communications with and Services to Consumers

Section 15 of the UFFRPBA allows any individual or group of individuals to make a complaint to the Commissioner if they believe that a federally regulated private business has failed to comply with its obligations towards consumers under section 7 of the Act.

Under section 16 of the UFFRPBA, Part IX of the OLA applies in respect of rights and duties under section 7 of the UFFRPBA. Furthermore, in applying Part IX of the OLA:

- references to a federal institution are to be read as references to a federally regulated private business;
- references to a deputy head or other administrative head of a federal institution are to be read as references to the chief executive officer of a federally regulated private business or the person designated by the chief executive officer;
- references in new subsection 64.5(1) of the OLA to Part IV or V of the OLA are to be read as references to section 7 of the UFFRPBA;
- references to “this Act” are to be read as references to the UFFRPBA;
the Commissioner’s report on a complaint must be made only to the chief executive officer of the federally regulated private business or to the person designated by the chief executive officer; and

the Commissioner’s duties or functions set out in section 56 and subsections 65(3) and 65(4) of the OLA do not apply to complaints or investigations concerning an obligation or a right under section 7 of the UFFRPBA.

Section 17 of the UFFRPBA provides that Part X of the OLA applies to complaints made in respect of a right or duty under section 7 of the UFFRPBA. Furthermore, in applying Part X of the OLA:

- references to a federal institution are to be read as references to a federally regulated private business;
- references to a deputy head or other administrative head of a federal institution are to be read as references to the chief executive officer of a federally regulated private business or the person designated by the chief executive officer; and
- references to “this Act” are to be read as references to the UFFRPBA.

2.2.8.2 Remedies in Relation to Language of Work

Section 18 of the UFFRPBA limits the right of an employee referred to in any of sections 9 to 11 to make a complaint to the Commissioner to within 90 days of the date when, in the Commissioner’s opinion, the employee ought to have become aware of the act or omission. The Commissioner may extend this period in certain circumstances. This right also applies to former employees and potential employees with a “demonstrable interest” in a position, in specific circumstances.

Section 19 of the UFFRPBA provides that Part IX of the OLA applies, subject to certain provisions, to complaints made in respect of a right or duty under section 18(1), 18(1.1) or 18(1.2) of the UFFRPBA as though the federally regulated private business that is the subject of the complaint were a federal institution. Furthermore, in applying Part IX of the OLA:

- the Commissioner is prohibited from conducting an investigation on their own initiative with respect to the language of work rights of employees of federally regulated private businesses (sections 9 to 11 of the UFFRPBA);
- references to a deputy head or other administrative head of a federal institution are to be read as references to the chief executive officer of a federally regulated private business or the person designated by the chief executive officer;
• the Commissioner’s report on a complaint must be made only to the chief executive officer of the federally regulated private business or the person designated by the chief executive officer;

• references in new subsection 64.5(1) of the OLA to Part IV or V of the OLA are to be read as references to the language-of-work rights of employees of federally regulated private businesses set out in sections 9 to 11 of the UFFRPBA;

• complaints are not subject to the Commissioner’s duties or functions set out in section 56 of the OLA and no complaint within the meaning of section 65(3) of the OLA or an institution’s response to that complaint within the meaning of section 65(4) of the OLA may be discussed in a report to Parliament;

• a special report may be tabled in Parliament only after the Board has decided whether the complaint referred to in the report is well-founded; and

• references to “this Act” are to be read as references to the UFFRPBA.

Section 20 of the UFFRPBA provides that Part X of the OLA is applicable to complaints made in respect of a right or duty under sections 9 to 11. However, section 21(5) specifies that Part X no longer applies to a complaint once it is referred to the Board. Furthermore, in applying Part X:

• references to a federal institution are to be read as references to a federally regulated private business;

• references to a deputy head or other administrative head of a federal institution are to be read as references to the chief executive officer of a federally regulated private business or the person designated by the chief executive officer; and

• references to “this Act” are to be read as references to the UFFRPBA.

Section 21 of the UFFRPBA specifies that, except where a compliance agreement has been entered into or an order respecting the business has been made, the Commissioner may, with the consent of the complainant, after attempting to resolve the complaint and after giving notice, refer a complaint to the Board if the Commissioner is of the opinion that the Board is better placed to deal with the complaint either because of its nature or complexity, or the seriousness of the failure to comply, along with the relevant evidence. Part X of the OLA no longer applies with respect to the complaint after it has been referred to the Board.

Section 22 of the UFFRPBA stipulates that the Board is responsible for deciding whether a complaint that the Commissioner has referred to it is well-founded. The complaint is subsequently dealt with by one or more members of the Board or an adjudicator.

Section 23 of the UFFRPBA provides that the Board deals with complaints informally and expeditiously. The Board is not bound by legal or technical rules of evidence.
Section 24 of the UFFRPBA lists the powers of the Board, including summoning and enforcing the attendance of witnesses, producing documents, receiving evidence, adjourning or postponing the proceedings, handling complaints and making decisions. The Board may also delegate to any person some or all of its powers, merge complaints that relate to the same subject and review, rescind or alter any of its orders or decisions. These powers are similar to those set out in section 16 of the CLC.

Section 25 of the UFFRPBA enables members of the Board and external adjudicators to consult with any member of the Board or any employee of the Administrative Tribunals Support Service of Canada regarding any complaint referred to the Board.

Section 26 of the UFFRPBA provides that the Board may make regulations defining its powers, duties and functions under this Act and that the Commissioner may not initiate a review of them. The list of powers, duties and functions that may be the subject of regulations is based in part on the one in section 15 of the CLC.

Section 27 of the UFFRPBA sets out the seven situations in which the Board may reject a complaint, in whole or in part. The Board must notify the parties in writing of the reasons for rejecting the complaint.

Section 28 of the UFFRPBA stipulates that the Board may make an order to require a federally regulated private business that is the subject of a well-founded complaint to comply with this Act. Depending on the circumstances, the Board may order the business to permit the complainant to return to the duties of their employment or reinstate their employment, or pay compensation to the complainant. It may also take other measures to remedy or counteract the effects of the failure to comply with the UFFRPBA.

Section 29 of the UFFRPBA specifies that the Board must provide a copy of its decision on the merits of a complaint and any order made under section 28, with reasons, to the parties and the Commissioner.

Section 30 of the UFFRPBA provides that an order by the Board made under section 28 may be filed with the Federal Court in the 14 days following the date it is made or its implementation date. The order is registered in the court, meaning that it has the same force and effect as if it were a judgment of that court and all proceedings may be taken as if it were.

Section 31 of the UFFRPBA specifies that the provisions in this Act do not prevent an employee from seeking a civil remedy against an employer.

Section 32 of the UFFRPBA grants the Governor in Council the power to make regulations for the purposes of sections 21 to 31 of this Act.
In sum, with the enactment of the UFFRPBA, Bill C-13 provides for a different approach to receiving, dealing with and resolving complaints regarding language of work in federally regulated private businesses than that for complaints about the communications of, and services provided by, these businesses.

2.2.9 Regulations

Section 33 of the UFFRPBA enables the Governor in Council to make regulations to:

- specify the number of employees referred to in the definition of “federally regulated private business”;
- define the scope of terms and expressions used in sections 5 to 13 of the UFFRPBA that are not defined in section 2, including the terms “close to retirement,” “condition that could impede the learning of French,” “consumer,” “employee,” “many years of service” and “treat adversely”;
- govern notices respecting the application of the Quebec’s *Charter of the French Language*;
- set out circumstances where the Commissioner may extend the 90-day period for complaints;
- direct the establishment and operation of a committee to support the management group responsible for fostering the use of French within businesses; and
- exempt businesses from the application of any provision of the UFFRPBA or its regulations, with or without conditions.

Sections 34 to 42 of the UFFRPBA detail various aspects surrounding the making of regulations implementing this Act, including:

- mandatory consultations on proposed regulations with the public and organizations representing employees or employers of federally regulated private businesses;
- the tabling of draft proposed regulations in the House of Commons at least 30 sitting days before publication in the *Canada Gazette*, which mirrors the provisions in section 85 of the OLA;
- publication in the *Canada Gazette* at least 30 sitting days before their proposed effective date, which mirrors the existing provisions in section 86 of the OLA;
- a reasonable opportunity for interested parties to make representations to the Minister with respect to the proposed regulations after publication in the *Canada Gazette*;
• permanent review of the administration of the UFFRPBA and its regulations by any designated committee of the Senate, House of Commons, or any joint committee of both chambers, similar to what it is provided for in section 88 of the OLA;

• non-applicability of the Criminal Code provision respecting contraventions of a federal Act to the UFFRPBA’s implementing regulations, just as it does not apply to similar provisions in the amended section 89 of the OLA; \(^{123}\)

• recognition of parliamentary and judicial powers, privileges and immunities, rights relating to Indigenous languages and the maintenance of linguistic heritage, similar to what it is provided in the amended section 83 of the OLA;

• a first statutory review 10 years after the UFFRPBA comes into force and every 10 years following, as well as the tabling of a review report by the Minister within the first 30 days after the report has been completed, which mirrors the provisions in new section 93.1 of the OLA; and

• the specifying in section 41 of the UFFRPBA that the powers of the Commissioner to enter into compliance agreements with, and make orders respecting, federally regulated private businesses in Quebec will apply on a date fixed by order of the Governor in Council. Clause 63 of Bill C-13 adds similar provisions after section 41 of the UFFRPBA for regions with a strong francophone presence, which will come into force two years after those of section 41.

The February 2021 reform proposal included a number of details on the forthcoming legislative amendments, while noting that no requirements regarding the use of the official languages as languages of service and work within federally regulated private businesses currently exist.\(^ {124}\) In March 2021, the federal government appointed an expert panel to study criteria for inclusion in future legislation and regulations.\(^ {125}\) The expert panel’s findings had not yet been made public at the time of writing.

\(2.2.10\) Amendments to the Use of French in Federally Regulated Private Businesses Act, Related Amendments to the Canada Labour Code and Transitional Provision (Clauses 55 to 68)

Clauses 55 to 63 of Bill C-13 make amendments to sections 4, 7(1), 9(1), 9(2.1), 9.2(1), 10(1), 10(1.1), 11, 16(1), 19(1), 33(1)(b) and 33(2) of the UFFRPBA to extend its application to regions outside Quebec with a strong francophone presence. These amendments come into force two years after the UFFRPBA does, by order of the Governor in Council, in order to give affected businesses more time to comply with the new provisions.

The bill also provides for subsequent amendments to sections 11(1), 11(3) and 11(4) of the UFFRPBA, which will come into force two years after the initial order. The provision imposing minimum conditions that federally regulated
private businesses must fulfill before they can require their employees to know a language other than French is to apply first in Quebec only and then in regions with a strong francophone presence. The provisions concerning adverse treatment set out in sections 11(6) and 11(7) of the UFFRPBA are to apply to regions with a strong francophone presence. They will come into force two years after the initial order.

In addition, clause 63 adds section 41.1 to the UFFRPBA to specify that the powers of the Commissioner of Official Languages to enter into compliance agreements with and make orders respecting federally regulated private businesses in regions with a strong francophone presence will apply on the date fixed by order of the Governor in Council.

Clauses 64 to 67 provide for related amendments to the CLC in order to:

- add to the list of members of the Board in section 9(2) of the CLC to account for the UFFRPBA’s new language-of-work duties for federally regulated private businesses (clause 64);
- add to section 10(3) of the CLC the requirement for these new members and any others appointed to assist the Board in carrying out its functions under the UFFRPBA, and add new section 10(3.1) of the CLC to specify that these new members must have experience and expertise in official language rights (clause 65);
- amend section 11(2) of the CLC to account for these new provisions and the application of the UFFRPBA (clause 66); and
- specify in section 12.02 of the CLC a clarification that the members referred to in its new section 9(2)(f) are not allowed to vote on the making of regulations of general application respecting the Board (clause 67).

Clause 68 provides that, before the UFFRPBA comes into force, the Minister of Canadian Heritage may take any measures or carry out any activity in Canada that the Minister considers necessary for the administration of the UFFRPBA, for promoting the rights set out in sections 7(1) and 9(1) and for providing assistance, education and information to federally regulated private businesses in relation to those rights.

2.3 PART 3 – COORDINATING AMENDMENTS AND COMING INTO FORCE (CLAUSES 69 TO 71)

Clause 69 provides for a coordinating amendment relating to the coming into force by order of the Governor in Council of provisions on administrative monetary penalties in the OLA, clarifying that these provisions do not apply to the UFFRPBA.
Clause 70 provides for a coordinating amendment relating to Bill C-11, An Act to amend the Broadcasting Act and to make related and consequential amendments to other Acts.\textsuperscript{126} If it is passed, new section 42.1 of the OLA, which recognizes the role of the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation, will take effect the day on which clause 21 of Bill C-13 and clause 30 of Bill C-11 both come into force. Furthermore, once Bill C-13 receives Royal Assent, section 2(3)(b) of the Broadcasting Act will be amended to take into account clauses 2 and 21 of Bill C-13, which recognize the uniqueness and diversity of official language minority communities and their historical and cultural contributions to Canadian society. **Bill C-11 received Royal Assent on 27 April 2023.**

Clause 71 provides for a phased coming into force for the clauses addressing the OLA:

- the provisions on federal court decisions that have precedential value will come into force one year after Royal Assent is given (clause 71(1));
- **the provisions on supervisors and managers will come into force two years after Royal Assent** (clause 71(1.1));
- the provision on the duty to adopt a francophone immigration policy **came into force by order of the Governor in Council on 15 December 2023** (clause 71(2));
- the provisions on administrative monetary penalties, the order-making power respecting certain provisions of Part VII of the OLA and the new language-of-work duties will come into force by order of the Governor in Council (clause 71(3));
- the provisions of the new UFFRPBA that apply to Quebec will come into force by order of the Governor in Council, while the provisions that apply to regions with a strong francophone presence will come into force two years later (clauses 71(4) and 71(5));
- **the provision on generalizing the use of French in the workplaces of federally regulated private businesses in Quebec will come into force by order of the Governor in Council** (clause 71(6)); and
- **the provision dealing with the minimum conditions that federally regulated private businesses in Quebec must meet to require knowledge of a language other than French will come into force by order of the Governor in Council** (clause 71(7)).
3 COMMENTARY

3.1 REACTIONS TO BILL C-13 AFTER ROYAL ASSENT

Most organizations representing francophone minority communities welcomed the passage of Bill C-13. The primary voice for these communities, the Fédération des communautés francophones et acadienne du Canada, first urged the federal government, while Bill C-13 was under parliamentary consideration, to make the inclusion of language clauses in intergovernmental agreements mandatory and to strengthen francophone immigration policy measures, among others, then calling its passage a historic moment.127

Meanwhile, organizations representing Quebec’s English-speaking communities were less enthusiastic about Bill C-13’s passage. The leading organization representing these communities, the Quebec Community Groups Network (QCGN), had published a preliminary analysis of Bill C-13 in which it argued that the bill could undermine the equality of status and use of the two official languages.128 The QCGN opposed the bill for three main reasons:129

- The new OLA should not include references to the Quebec’s Charter of the French Language, as amended in June 2022 by the newly adopted An Act respecting French, the official and common language of Quebec, as the latter law emphasizes French unilingualism rather than the equality of status and use of English and French in Quebec.

- An Act respecting French, the official and common language of Quebec, provides for the broad and pre-emptive use of the notwithstanding clause, making the Quebec’s Charter of the French Language – and thus, according to the QCGN and its members, the OLA – immune from challenges under the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms and the Charter of Human Rights and Freedoms.130

- The QCGN expressed doubt about the bill’s approach to federally regulated private businesses, which promotes only French, ignoring the rights of Quebec’s English-speaking workers and consumers.

Five days before Bill C-13 received Royal Assent, the QCGN issued a news release expressing its deep disappointment: “Canada’s Official Languages Act and the Charter of the French Language are now inextricably linked, creating a framework where one minority-language group is treated differently than another.”131

The Commissioner of Official Languages, Raymond Théberge, initially made suggestions to improve Bill C-13 while Parliament considered it and then called the new OLA “more robust and better adapted to today’s linguistic reality” once the bill had passed.132 He also acknowledged the concerns expressed by Quebec’s English-speaking communities. On this point, he said he would “listen to
communities” and “closely monitor the implementation of the modernized Act using specific performance indicators to clearly identify any issues that may arise.” In addition, the Commissioner published a backgrounder summarizing his position’s new tools and powers to ensure better compliance with the OLA.

The Government of Quebec reacted to the introduction of Bill C-13 by imposing its own language regime on federally regulated private businesses. The Quebec’s Charter of the French Language now requires all federally regulated private businesses to register with the Office québécois de la langue française and undertake a francization process. Businesses subject to the OLA such as Air Canada and CN have moved to comply by voluntarily registering. The Quebec government submitted a brief to the House of Commons Standing Committee on Official Languages outlining how it would have liked to see Bill C-13 amended. A significant number of these recommendations were adopted at the committee stage in the winter of 2023, following talks between Ginette Petitpas Taylor, Minister of Official Languages, and Jean-François Roberge, the Quebec Minister of the French Language. In Quebec, the regime that applies to federally regulated private businesses under the UFFRPBA will therefore be similar to that of the Quebec’s Charter of the French Language.

3.2 NEXT STEPS

Organizations representing anglophone and francophone minority communities are eagerly awaiting the making of implementing regulations for Part VII of the OLA. This is a major issue, because it could more clearly define a “positive measure,” which is a key concept in Part VII. The new regulations would also govern the content of provisions relating to federal–provincial/territorial agreements, for which expectations are very high. The Honourable Randy Boissonnault, Minister of Official Languages, expressed the hope that consultations would begin in the fall of 2023, but the regulation-making process can take between two and three years.

The provisions on administrative monetary penalties will come into force by order of the Governor in Council, and their content must be specified by making regulations, for which no time frame has been set. As a result, the Commissioner of Official Languages cannot use this new power for the moment. The Commissioner stated that the “new tools will be implemented gradually, and my team is working to put in place the structures and determine the resources that will be needed to use these new powers as quickly as possible.” Appearing before the House of Commons Standing Committee on Official Languages, the Commissioner explained that a special working group is examining the impact the new powers will have on his office’s resources and organizational structure and on its relationship with communities. The Commissioner told the
Standing Senate Committee on Official Languages that his new responsibilities will require new resources.141

Likewise, the UFFRPBA will not come into force until the Governor in Council makes an order to that effect. The government will then need to define the term “region with a strong francophone presence” by regulation. This new concept will determine where, other than Quebec, customers and employees of federally regulated private businesses will be able to communicate with and obtain services in French from those businesses. Isabelle Mondou, Deputy Minister at Canadian Heritage, said that this definition is not part of Bill C-13 because it requires consulting with communities.142 She added that an expert panel has considered the issue.143 Furthermore, Mr. Boissonnault stated that federally regulated private businesses will be consulted on this definition.144 In addition, the eventual regulations will define “federally regulated private business,” the employee threshold and the criteria for the volume and type of communications covered by the UFFRPBA.

Lastly, an order requiring the Minister of Citizenship and Immigration to adopt a francophone immigration policy was made on 15 December 2023.145 The policy was released on 17 January 2024.146 Francophone organizations were pressing the government to act and wanted clear commitments to a higher target for francophone immigration in order to restore the demographic weight of francophone minority communities to what it was in 1971. However, the government took a phased approach to measurable targets: 6% of total immigration in 2024, 7% in 2025 and 8% in 2026.147 The policy focuses on five action areas and includes a five-year implementation plan that is aligned with Immigration, Refugees and Citizenship Canada’s Multi-Year Immigration Levels Plan.148

3.3 ISSUES TO WATCH

In its report adopting Bill C-13, the Standing Senate Committee on Official Languages made observations on eight issues to watch in the years ahead:149

- oversight of the OLA’s implementation;
- the bill’s impact on Quebec’s English-speaking communities;
- the enumeration of rights-holders;
- the creation of a coherent and equitable rights regime for the travelling public;
- the adoption of a fully bilingual Constitution;
- the discoverability of French in the digital realm;
• the role of the Translation Bureau; and
• the links between the official languages regime and that of Indigenous languages.

As regards oversight and governance mechanisms, the federal government committed to establishing a centre for strengthening Part VII of the OLA, while the Commissioner of Official Languages is working to implement his new powers.150

Regarding the links between the official languages regime and the Indigenous languages regime, the modernized OLA confirms that advancing official languages cannot occur at the expense of advancing Indigenous languages. The Minister of Official Languages, the Commissioner of Official Languages, organizations representing anglophone and francophone minority communities and legal experts all told the Standing Senate Committee on Official Languages that the Indigenous Languages Act remains the best means of advancing Indigenous languages.151 However, Senator Michelle Audette publicly expressed disappointment in her colleagues’ refusal to recommend that Bill C-13 recognize article 13 of the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, which pertains to Indigenous languages.152

In addition, since 2019 the Commissioner of Official Languages has been highlighting the inconsistent application of parts IV and V of the OLA, an issue that the passage of Bill C-13 did not resolve. More recently, the effects of telework on the language rights of federal public servants have led to complaints to his office. In his annual report released in June 2023, the Commissioner underscored the importance of modernizing the federal government’s approach to language of work, which could involve updating the list of bilingual regions for language-of-work purposes, which was created in 1977 but has not been changed since.153

Finally, the provisions of the Official Languages (Communications with and Services to the Public) Regulations, as updated in 2019, will gradually come into force in 2024. Bill C-13 amends some provisions relating to services to the travelling public, services provided by third parties and the definitions of “communication,” “publication” and “service” covered by the OLA. Their implementation merits particular attention, especially where the provisions of the UFFRPBA and the OLA differ in respect of certain carriers, particularly in the air transportation sector.
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